INTRODUCTION

When you already have the
world's fin est medium speed film,
w hy tinker with success?
Perhaps it's because FP3 was so
good that our emul sion
chemists just coul dn 't resist
trying t o prove th emselves. And
they succeeded.
Although evo lved from FP 3, th e
n ew em ulsion is so advanced
that we coul dn 't bear just t o
describe it as 'super-improved
FP3'. So FP4 beco mes the
second 'new generation'
emul sion to come from llford
researc h.
If yo u've loved FP3. you' ll love
llford FP4 even more . And if
you've so far been sa ti sfied with
a 'Brand- X' film-prepare
yourse lf for a very pl eas ant
surprise.

Medium speed f ilm s have been
by th eir very nature, a
com promi se be twe.en emu lsion
speed and fin e grain . Until !!ford
FP4, th at is. For with FP 4 we
have concentrated all t he improvements into two areasac utance and f in e gra in. Th e
result is th at you st ill have a
medium speed fi lm- but w ith
the picture quality you on ly
th ough t possible w ith a much
slower emu lsio n.
Because of its medium speed125 ASA in most developers,
200 ASA if you process in
Microphen-llford FP4 is an
exce llent al l- round ge neral
purpo se film . But it's a lot more
than that. It's the film t o c hoose
when you wa nt real pi cture
qu ality-pa rticularl y when you're
going to make big enlargements.
Under most lighting conditions,
FP4 lets yo u use the shutter
speeds an d lens apertures that will
ensure th e best optical performance-and freedom from
camera shake. So t his means
you're going to get the best out
of your camera . Natu rall y th e
bette r the camera lens, the hig her
th e picture quality. For FP4 is
one of those exceptio nal films
which ca n fully exp lo it th e
performance of the top grade
came ra s and lenses of today .
Razor sharpn ess is a t erm that
can justifiabl y be appl ied to FP4.
It rea lly is a high acutance filmllford t ech nology has made it
possib le to produce a film with
high sensitivity, yet w ith a mi crothin emulsion. An ultra efficient
anti-halo back ing ensures th at
none of thi s cri spn ess is lost
through halation.

Th en there's one of th e most
useful characteristics of FP4its latitude. We wouldn't want to
enco urage inacc urate exposure or
development. But we're rea listic
enough to know tha t eve n the best
photographers slip up now and
then. So we've produced a film
that takes all but th e most seriou s
errors in its strid e. On the
exposu re sid e, you ca n be
w rong by up to eight stops-six
stops over or two st ops underand still end up with good quality
negatives.
So this is why we've replaced
FP3 with a brand new emulsio n.
FP3 was a really great filmllford FP4 is that much greater.

AVAILABILITY

Initially FP4 is being made
available only in 35 mm, 120,
620 and 127 rollfilm. 35 mm FP4
is availab le in 20 or 36 exposure
cassettes, 36 exposure darkroom
refills and in bulk rolls of 5 and
17 metres (16.4 and 56 ft).
Professionals and advanced
amateurs who use a fair amount
of film have a new way of
buying FP4-the Professional
Bulk Pack. Ea ch pack contains
twenty films-36 exposu re 35
mm or 120 rollfilm-in a
re-usable plastic box .
There's also the Professional
Pocket Pack for 120 rollfilm-a
six film unit which can be split
down the centre perforation to
make two individual three-film
packs. Just right for carrying
around-in the pocket or
equipment case.
FP4 rollfilm sold in the
Professional Pocket Pack and
Professional Bulk Pack is frame
numbered for easy negative
identification after processing.
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daylight

125 ASA
22 DIN

200 ASA
24 DIN

tungsten

100 ASA
21 DIN

160 ASA
23 DIN

FILTERS

Before listing the filter factors for
FP4, a word of warning. FP4 can
match the image quality of the
best lens-so make sure that
none of this quality is lost
through optically inferior filters.
Filters sho uld be treated with the
same care as expensive equipment-so keep them clean and
handle gently. A film as good as
FP4 deserves this much.
Factors for exposure increase are
given below for both daylight
and tungsten lighting. Minor
changes in colour temperature
may affect the re spo nse, but in
practice this variation can usually
be ignored.

Filter Factors

llford filter

daylight tungsten

No. 1 04, Alpha
(yellow)
No. 109, Delta
(deep yellow)
No. 202, Micro 5
(deep orange)
No. 402, Gamma
(yellow-g reen)
No . 403, HW
(bluish-green)
No . 204, Tricolour
Red
No. 304, Tricolour
Blue
No. 404, Tricolour
Green
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FLASH

FP4 is the ideal film for use with
flash-either electronic or
expendable bulb. Flash factors
for direct flash are given belowthese are based on using flash
indoors in an average sized room
with light walls. When direct
flash is used in large rooms, in
rooms with very dark walls, or
outdoors at night, the flash
factors will normally have to be
reduced. Flash factors will be
affected by the type of flashgun
reflector, so should be adjusted
according to practical experience.
Recommended flash factors
in feet for FP4
flash bulbs

factor

1 / 25 - 1 / 30 second
AG1, AG1 B
PF1, PF1 B
PF5, M3

130
260

electronic flash

Fill-in Flash
When using fill-in flash, choose
the lens aperture that-together
with the shutter speed that you
have chosen-gives the normal
exposure in direct sunlight.
The table below gives the
approximate flash-subject
distance in feet for different
combinations of flash and shutter
speed. By varying the flashsubject distance, the extent of the
fill-in can be altered.
FlashbulbsM synchronisation

joules
25
50
100
150
500
1000

exposure shou ld be calculatedusi ng the appropriate fla sh factor
-by measuring the distance
between flashgun, reflecting
surface and subject. Since some
light will be absorbed by the
reflecting surface, it is usual to
open up the lens by one stop-if
the surface is a fairly light oneto compensate for this light loss.

80
110
160
190
320
420

Bounce Flash
The contrast characteristics of
FP4 make it particularly su itab le
for use with bounce flash
techniques. By aiming the flash
at a wall, ceiling or similar
surface, the reflected light
reaching the subject i-s diffused
and relatively even, giving a
more natural effect.
Exposures for bounce flash will
vary according to the size of the
room and type of reflect ing
:;urface. As a 9eneral guide,

shutter
speed

flashbulb
AG1,AG1B M3
PF1 , PF1 B PF5
distance in feet

1 / 25-1 /30
6
7
1 / 50-1 / 60
1/100-1 /125
8
1/200-1/250
8
1/500
8
Electronic flash X synchronisation
shutter
speed

9
10
12
12
12

flash output
(in joules)
25
50
100
distance in feet

1 /25-1 /30
1 /50-1 /60
1/100-1 /125
1 /200 - 1 /250
1L50o
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10
13
15
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10
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Exposure
1 / 30 second to standard sunlight through
an intensity scale wedge.
Development
In a spiral tank at 20°C (68°F) using the
recommended agitation.
Contrast (G)
Slope of straight line joining point on
characteristic curve 0.1 density units above
fog to point 1.5 log exposure units away.
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DEVELOPING FP4

llford FP4 is such an easy going
film that it's almost a question of
'pick a developer-any developer'
But as it has been researched
with our own developers, these
are the ones to use for optimum
results.
The two developers we recommend for general use with FP4
are ID-11 and Microphen.
ID-11 is, and has been for many
years, the standard fine grain
formula for processing roll and
miniature film- and it does the
job superbly.
Microphen gives fine grain
results very similar to ID-11-but
with a 'bonus' of 50 per cent
extra film speed. With Microphen
development you can rate your
FP4 at 200 ASA and still get th e
high negative quality you expect.
Then there's Hyfin-llford 's 'one
shot' acutance developer. it has
been specially formulated to
enhance edge sharpness-so
even wall size murals have that
extra crispness about them. But
it also gives a boost to film speed
-200 ASA is the recommended
meter setting for FP4 and Hyfin.
One more feature is that it's a
'use-once-and-then-throwaway· developer-films are
always processed in fresh solution
so quality is uniform. ·

compensate for the 'softness' of
the illumination . For enlargers
using cold cathode illumination,
developing to a G 0.70 is
recommended.
Development TimesRoll and 35 mm FP4
Times given are for processing at
20°C (68° F) in a spiral tank with
inversion agitation for the first ten
seconds of development, and
inversion once a minute for the
remaining development time.
A chart on page 19 indicates the
change in development time
necessary when FP4 is processed
at a different temperature.
developer
ID-11
Microphen
Hyfin

time
G o.55
6:?,
5J,
1

G 0.70
11
9

Development times will naturally
vary according to the type of
negative desired and the tonal
range of the subject. Under
average conditions development
to G 0.55 is recommended when
the negatives are to be printed
on an enlarger using condenser
illumination with a tungsten light
source. Where a more diffused
light source is used , negative
contrast may be increased to
9

WHAT G MEANS

Average .gradient, or G, is the
method used by llford Limited for
measuring the cont rast of films
such as FP4. The great advantage
of G over other measures of
contrast is that it accurately
indicates printing contrast over
the entire usab le exposure limits
of a fi lm, when an average
subject is photographed.
To measure average gradient, the '
first step is to choose two
exposure limits on the characteristic cu.rve-shadow and highlight
-and draw a straight line
between these two points. The
slope of this line represents the
average gradient. In calculating
G for FP4, the exposure limits
are 1.5 log exposure units apart.
Gamma, another system of
measuring contrast, also uses the
slope of a line. In this case it is
the slope of the straight line
portion (middle densities) of the
characteristic curve and does not
take into account the important
shadow and highlight areas.
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DILUTE DEVELOPMENT

Diluting replenishable developers,
such as ID-11 and Microphen,
for 'one-shot' use is an
increasingly popular technique
among photographers. FP4
responds very well to dilute
development and the improvements over processing in an
undiluted developer may well be
sufficient to attract the advanced
worker.

inversion agitation is not possible, a five second rotation of th e
spiral is an acceptable substitute.
Times below are in minutes and
are based on processing at 20°C
(68°F)-the time-temperature
chart on page 19 is applicable
to dilute development.
·

The basic advantages of using
dilute development include : a
further increase in the already
. high acutance of FP4, better
1
· contrast control and more uniform
results-the developer is used
once only and then disca rd ed.
Dilute development is parti cularly
suitable for subjects with a long
tonal scale- producing neg at ives
that will make 'snappy' print s, yet
without losing detail s in shadows
and highlights. Film speed is fully
maintained and, although
developing times are necessarily
increased, this may be an
·
advantage to some users.
The higher the degree of dilution,
the greater is the increase in
acutance-with FP4 th e
recommended dilution s for
Microphen and ID-11 are 1 + 1
and 1 +3. Dilution in excess of
1 +3 has been found to give no
noticeable increase in quality.

development times
contrast

Development times for FP4 in
dilute ID-11 and Microphen are
given below. Once diluted,
developer should never be
stored, and to obtain the
improvement in acutance the
recommended agitationinversion agitation for the first
ten seconds of development, and
inversion once a minute for the
remaining development timeshould be followed closely. If

dilution
stock

1+ 1

1+3

51.2

71.
2
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Safelight
FP4 is sensitive to light of all
colours and is best developed in
total darkness. An II ford GB
Safelight No. 908 (very dark
green) with the recommended
bulb may be used for briefly
inspecting the film during
processing.
With the recommended bulb,
this safe light provides a very low
level of illumination . Unless the
eyes have had enough time in
total darkness to become
acclimatised, it is unlikely that
any accurate estim at ion of
negative density or contrast can
be made.
Fixation
After development, FP4 should
be rinsed and fixed. llford Hypam,
which completes fixation in under
two minutes, is espec ially
recommended. Where a hardening
fixer is required, add Hypam
Hardener-maximum hardening
takes between three and five
minutes.
Alternatively, llfofix, an acid
hardening fixer, may be used.
Films are fixed and hardened in
5-10 minutes.
Washing
Roll and 35 mm FP4 should be
washed in running water for
15-20 minutes. A final rinse in
water, to which llford Wetting
Agent has been added, will aid
rapid and uniform drying. Films
should be hung in a dust-free
, atmosphere for drying. Moderate
heat may be used to reduce
drying time.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Colour Sensitivity
Sensitive to ultra-violet and to all colours
the visible spectrum.
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Reciprocity Characteristics
FP4 maintains its full speed with exposures
from ~ to 1 / 1,000 seco nd , and for most
purposes the quoted meter settings apply. With
exposure tim es longer than ~ second, exposure
tim e must be adjusted to co mpen sate for
rec iprocity fa ilure.
The graph be low ca n be used to ca lculate the
increase in ex posure time necessary to
compe nsate for rec iprocity failure. The time s on
the horizontal axis represent the estimated
·exposure times, th e vertical ax is gives the
correct ed expo sure tim es which shou ld
be used in pra ct ice.
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Characteristic Curve
Exposure
1 /30 second to standard sunlight through an
intensity scale wedge.

Development
In a spiral tank at 20°C (68°F) with agitation by
inverting once a minute.
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TIME-TEMPERATURE CHART
FOR DEVELOPING FP4

Once the development time at 20°C (68°F) is
known, this chart can be used to find the
equivalent time in any llford developer for FP4
at other temperatures between 13°C (55°F) and
24°C (75°F).
To use this chart, first find the desired
~ development time at 20°C (68°F) . Then follow

the diagonal line corresponding to this time to
the point where it cuts the horizontal line
representing the temperature to be used . The
required development time will be found by
reading down from the intersection.
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